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Diamond Necklaces carry the touch of class and aristocracy; at the same time give a composed
appearance. Every metal has its own way to imbibe diamonds to make jewelry and give it a different
look. Gold and silver are considered to be the best metal to go with diamonds as they help it
enhance its glow without causing any damage to the diamond.

A perfect cut diamond of the best purity is usually colorless and reflects light in multi colors. Value of
diamond is measured with respect to 4 Cs, i.e. carat, cut, clarity and color. The flawless diamond is
popularly called as a paragon. A diamond necklace can be made of all colorless diamonds or with a
mixture of colored diamonds.

Due to the impurities diamonds vary in color. The colors can range from yellow to black. Letâ€™s have
the rainbow of colors available with diamonds; yellow and brown color diamonds have Nitrogen
impurities in them, blue color is resulted from Boron, irradiation gives green color to diamonds,
plastic deformation is responsible to cause brown, pink and red coloring of diamonds. Diamonds are
available in blue, black, pink, red, yellow, green, purple and orange color.

Just imagine all these beautiful colors embedded in a necklace, would create such an extravagant
effect and make the diamond necklace a sight to treasure. These multiple colors would create a
rainbow that lasts forever either in gold or silver. But silver can be a very affordable option as gold is
so expensive. The colorless diamonds cost a lot, so you can get a good deal with colored diamond
necklaces over sterling silver that explores the color and pattern of the diamonds.

Intricate silver jewelry designs can accommodate a nice piece of colored or colorless diamond to
make a beautiful piece of ornament. Simple yet sophisticated look of jewelry can only be possible,
when the detailing is kept minimal and a dash of sparkle is added with some colored stones. These
can bring out the richness of the metal.

The price varies according to the weight of diamond within jewelry as well as the precious metal that
holds it to create a beautiful piece of art. Bracelets, brooches and finger rings are very popular with
diamond detailing in them. But the best way to display diamonds is to carry them off in a necklace
that exfoliates the radiating rays of light in the precious gems and create mystery.
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Neal Smith - About Author:
Sterlingnecklaces.com is a one of its kind shop that has varied collection of Fashion Necklaces.
These Sterling Silver Necklaces are even a Diamond Necklaces under Men Necklaces and Women
Necklaces collection featuring very attractive and a Cheap Necklaces.
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